Winmostar™ provides a graphical user
interface for Quantum Chemical,
Molecular Dynamics or Solid State
Physics simulation.
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Why Winmostar™
Supports for widely used simulation programs, including
GAMESS, LAMMPS and Quantum ESPRESSO.
Automates complex processes to calculate physical properties.
Purchased by more than 775 industrial companies/educational
institutions/individuals as of Jan 2019.

What's new in Winmostar™ V9
Supported advanced physical properties
- Intrinsic Reaction Coordinate (IRC) calculation
- Phonon calculation based on supercell approach
- Viscosity and heat capacity calculations using LAMMPS
Improved visualization (transparent, camera controls)
Accelerate and improve graph drawing
QSPR calculation for small molecules
Improved documentation
See more on winmostar.com

Pricing
Corporate/

Single
License

Government
Educational
institution

Site
License

STUDENT Edition (feature limited)

$3,600.00

or 1-month trial (fully functional) is
available for free.

$1,200.00

$14,400.00

Visit winmostar.com

winmostar

GET STARTED

Features
Supported programs:
- MOPAC is included in all packages.

- Creating initial structures
- Executing simulations

QM Package
: GAMESS Gaussian NWChem
MD Package
: Gromacs LAMMPS Amber
Solid Package : Quantum ESPRESSO FDMNES

- Job management on local or remote computers
- Plotting and postprocessing
Target systems

Properties available

Organic molecule

Molecular orbitals, electrostatic potential, band structure

Diffusion constant, viscosity, thermal conductivity

Metal, semiconductor, insulator

Spectroscopy (IR, UV-Vis, NMR, XAFS)

Solubility parameter

Slab model

Reaction coordinate

Interfacial tension, phase equilibrium property

Polymer, liquid, amorphous

Radial distribution function, scattering function

Glass transition temperature, strain-stress curve

Vapor-liquid, liquid-liquid, solid-liquid interface
Electrode, capacitor

Thermodynamic properties (density, free energy etc.)

Biomolecule

Software Customization Service

Customize

This service allows customers to extend the functionality of Winmostar™ as desired.
For example, connecting your own program to Winmostar's GUI, or calculating
the properties written in the academic papers from Winmostar's GUI.

Winmostar™ Add-on
Hansen Solubility
Parameter Module

DCDFTBMD

Hansen Solubility Parameter Modules

DCDFTBMD is order-N first principle

Fragment ER
Fragment ER provides a fast and accurate

predicts the solubility of the molecules

simulator developed by Prof. Nakai of

estimation of the binding free energy for

displayed on Winmostar™ by using a group

Waseda University. Its main algorithm is

a ligand-protein system. The algorithm

contribution method. This also calculates

based on both divide-and-conquer and

and main module were developed by Prof.

some thermodynamics properties with

density functional tight-binding methods.

Matubayasi of Osaka University and Toray

QSPR models.
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Our other services
Software Development

Contract Research

・Creating initial structures of simulations

・Quantum chemical, molecular dynamics or solid state

・Data analysis
・Materials Informatics using simulation/experimental data
・Data conversion
・Developing, accelerating or extending simulation software

physics simulations for various materials
・Consulting simulation works

Visualization
・3D printing and 3DCG creation for simulation or experimental data
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